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High spray gun pressure causes more 

styrene emissions. It doesn’t take a rocket 
scientist to figure this one out. If  a spray gun 
is set-up to produce high tip pressures and a 
high velocity fan pattern, two things happen: 
First, more styrene vaporizes in transit to the 
mold; And second, more overspray is 
produced. Overspray is expressed as transfer 
efficiency. Transfer efficiency is the amount 
of  material that exits a spray tip vs. the 
amount the ends up on the mold. As the 
transfer efficiency of  a spray gun goes down, 
emissions go up.  !
As a result of  the CFA Styrene Emissions 
Test Project we have, for the first time, 

accurately measured the effects on emissions 
from various spray tip pressures. While 
transfer efficiencies are measured by the 
manufacturer for most spray guns, measuring 
styrene emissions requires a sophisticated set 
of  controls and analytical equipment. The 
CFA Emissions Project has afforded the 
opportunity to look closely at how spray gun 
pressures effect actual emissions. !
In this sceaniaro an airless air assist spray gun 
was employed, using a .021” spray tip at a fan 
angle of  400. The fluid pump ratio was 14.5 to 
1. Gel coat viscosity was measured at 14400 
cps - RVF 4@4. A flat panel of  6 ft2 was 
sprayed to a gel coat wet film thickness of  
~18 mils. !
The accompanying data table outlines the 
parameters and results of  each test run: !!!!

!!!!
The peak styrene emissions were in linear 
correlation with the increase in pump 
pressure. The difference in peak emissions 

between the low pressure run and the highest 
pressure run was exactly double. The quality 
of  the fan patterns produced, is an issue for 

Pump 
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(ft

Peak Styrene 
Emission  

(ppm)

30 14.5 435 1675 18.0 6 24

40 14.5 580 1752 18.0 6 32

50 14.5 725 1597 17.5 6 36

60 14.5 870 1666 18.0 6 42

70 14.5 1015 1723 18.0 6 48
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discussion. At a pump pressure of  30 psi, the 
fan pattern was marginally acceptable. At 40 
psi the fan pattern was acceptable, however a 
pump pressure of  50 psi produced the best 
quality fan pattern for gel coating. In the case 
of  resin spray, the 40 psi and even the 30 psi 
fan pattern would have been acceptable. !
At the optimum fan pattern setting of  50 psi 
pump pressure the peak emission was 25% 
lower than at the highest setting. A note of  
caution is in order here; The 25% difference 
between the optimum and highest settings 

does not equate to an overall styrene 
emissions reduction of  the same amount. 
This is only a small portion of  the overall 
emissions sequence. !
In another round of  test runs we sprayed for 
a fixed period of  time (one minute), rather 
than to a fixed amount of  gel coat. In this 
case the peak emission measurements 
exhibited an even wider spread. However, an 
increasing amount of  gel coat was applied  
with each pressure increase. !!!

!
   !
While more gel coat was applied at the higher 
pressures, the peak emissions are almost 3 
times higher between the 30 psi run and the 
70 psi run. Assuming the 50 psi set-up has 
produced the optimal fan pattern the 
difference between 50 psi pump pressure and 
70 psi is 27%. !
It remains to be seen how these pressure vs. 
peak emissions will effect overall emissions 
from the gel coating process, which includes 
not only spraying emissions, but curing 
emissions. Those tests will be conducted in 
the near future during the gel coating and 
spray-up optimization studies. !!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!
The key issue is that these data confirm and 
quantify what we’ve known through 
experience. Lower tip pressures enhance 
transfer efficiency and reduce peak emissions. 
An added benefit to low pressure spraying is 
avoiding a number of  gel coat quality 
problems, such as porosity, which can be 
associated with high velocity fan patterns. 
Science marches on! 
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Peak Styrene 
Emission 

(ppm)

30 14.5 435 60.7 32

40 14.5 580 60.0 48

50 14.5 725 60.3 61

60 14.5 870 61.0 76

70 14.5 1015 60.6 88
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